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Retirement-Toolbox LLC Releases New Video: Tax-Free Retirement Plans
Enjoy the Magic and Power of Tax-Free compounding and Easy Access to Your Money When You Need It,
Income Tax-Free and Penalty Free.
July 2, 2012 - PRLog -- Bruce E Cox CPA
(Press Release) - Jul 02, 2012 The Retirement-Toolbox LLC, a Brigantine, NJ Financial Services Firm, released a new video on YouTube
and Facebook on Tax-Free Retirement Plans.
“There are many benefits to a Tax-Free Retirement Plan. Your money grows tax-free and you benefit from
the magic and power of tax-free compounding. There is no market risk. You don’t lose money when the
market goes down. So, you don’t have to recover from deep stock market losses. With no market losses
and tax-free growth your money grows faster. You will also enjoy easy access to your money when you
need it. There are no income taxes and no early withdrawal penalties.” Bruce E Cox CPA pointed out.

http://youtu.be/aprBQuxWmHc
http://www.facebook.com/RetirementToolboxLLC
Everyone will need to replace a paycheck with a retirement check when they retire and these checks might
have to last 25 to 30 years or longer.
The Video: Tax-Free Retirement Plans points out a major obstacle facing retirees: Retirement Plan
Tax-Traps. These tax-traps will deliver a crushing blow to IRAs, 401(k)s and 403(b) retirement plans when
retirees need them the most, during withdrawals. Federal and State income taxes could grab 40% or more of
each retirement plan paycheck. In effect, Government is a 40% partner in each withdrawal.
The Video provides a solution and viewers will conclude it is a no brainer to switch to a Tax-Free
Retirement Plan. You can keep the Government as a 40% Partner, or switch to a Tax-Free Retirement Plan
and keep 100% of your retirement money.
“Switching future contributions to a Tax-Free Retirement Plan is truly a no brainer. Many clients have said
they wish they knew about this twenty years ago, because the sooner you start the more powerful the
impact of tax-free compounding,” concluded Mr. Cox
Brigantine NJ Jul 02, 2012 The Retirement-Toolbox LLC was established in June, 2010. Bruce E Cox
CPA, its founding Member, has been in The Financial Services Industry for more than 35 years working
with high net worth individuals, entrepreneurs, professional athletes, corporate executives and small
business owners, helping them create and preserve wealth and pass it on to the next generation.
The Retirement-Toolbox LLC offers three Safe Income Strategies, with an emphasis on Tax-Free
Retirement Plans, High Yield Alternatives to Bank CDs and lowering the risk and exposure of existing
retirement plans to market volatility and tax-traps.
Each of our Safe Income Strategies is focused on keeping your money safe, generating reasonable rates of
return paying more than Bank CDs, Money Markets and Treasuries without the down side risk and
volatility of Stocks, Bonds and Mutual Funds.
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Our Strategies Work. During the Financial Market meltdown of 2008, none of our clients lost money due
to market volatility. Their money was safe and secure and their income steady and reliable.
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